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LOT # QTY

1Auction Policies1

Featuring signatures from the Apollo 11 crew, including the first two
men to walk on the moon: Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin, and the
command pilot Mike Collins. This item is listed as #06754 by
Showcase Authentics and the back of the frame features the
matching Certificate of Authenticity. The frame measures
approximately 17" x 13". This item is in overall great condition but
the frame does have very light signs of storage wear. See pictures
for further condition details.

1Apollo 11 Astronaut Autographs2

This lot contains a 1950's vintage Denkert "Dale Coogan" baseball
baseman mitt and a collection of handwrtitten Major League
Standings completed in July of 1950. Mitt is in decent condition,
leather is still flexible and shows signs of age and wear with
creasing and scratches. Signs of light peeling near the laces and
bindings. Major League Standings are handwritten and are in fair
condition, and come in their own envelope. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions.

11950's Baseball Lot3

A variety of photos of NASA and space related subjects. Features
astronauts, space shuttles, and more! All photos vary in condition.
You get all pictured.

1NASA & Space Related Photo Lot4

An 1800's certificate for the American Flag House and Betsey Ross
Association, a 19th and 20th century association for the
preservation of Betsy Ross's home. Certificate is in good condition,
with signs of age and storage with tears along the sides of the
certificate, slight discoloration in areas, and some creasing along
edges. Please see photos for further detailed conditons.

1American Flag House and Betsy Ross Memorial Associ5

Three Celebriducks, featuring iconography of Mae West, the Lone
Ranger, and the Mona Lisa. Each duck measures approximately 4"
tall. All items are brand new, never opened, and still in the original
packaging. The packaging is in over good condition, but does show
signs of storage wear and all have some form of original price
sticker present on the bottom. You get all pictured.

1Celebriducks Lot of (3)6

LOT # QTY

This lot features two signed photos and one signed note, from
various Playboy Playmates from the 90's and early 2000's. Signed
photos include Alesha Oreskovich (June 93) and Kelly Kole (April
03), both in great condition with little to no signs of wear or
damage. Signed note from Amber Campisi (December 2003) is
also of great condition. Signatures do not come with a certificate of
authenticity, but based on collection Back to the Past beleives
these to be genuine. Please see photos for further detailed
conditions. You get all pictured.

1Signed Modern Playboy Lot of (3)7

Two vintage Electronic Flashes by Sears for Polaroid PRONTO!
cameras. Both flashes appear to be unused, and in overall great
condition. The boxes are also in overall great condition but does
show light signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Vintage Electronic Flash lot of (2)8

This lot features ten postcards from all over the country dated for
the early 1900's. Post cards vary in condition, but are generally
good with slight signs of age wear usually around edges or corners.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all
pictured.

1Early 1900's Postcards Lot of (10)9

Includes antique marriage licenses, teaching certificates, and pay
checks from various years. All items vary in condition, but all show
some sign of storage wear through light to moderate tears and
staining. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Antique Certificate Lot of (6)10

This lot features books, photos and patents all involving bicycles.
Conditions vary between items, but are generally in all good
conditions. Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You
get all pictured.

1Miscellaneous Bicycle Lot11

Three vintage Tarzan Little Books featuring "The Mark of the Red
Hyena", "The Journey of Terror", and "Tarzan of the Screen". All
items are in overall fine condition, but show moderate to heavy
signs of storage wear along the edges of the covers, spine, and

1Vintage Tarzan Little Books Lot of (3)12
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pages. The "Tarzan of the Screen" book appears to be missing
some pages. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

An 8" antique brass key to the city of Washington D.C. There is no
date listed on key, but appears to be quite old. Key is in good
condition with signs of age wear and patina. Please see photo for
further detailed conditions.

1Antique City Key to Washington DC13

Four Freemasons Fellowship Trowels from various places and
years. All items are in overall good condition, but do exhibit signs of
display wear through scratching on the metal and slight rusting.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Freemasons Trowels Lot of (4)14

A collection of various press badges, information and visitor guides
all for the Kennedy Space Center. Conditions vary between items
Please see photos for further detailed condition. You get all
pictured.

1Kennedy Space Center Lot15

Three autographs from various actors, including: Gordon "Porky"
Lee, Richard Taylor, and Stacy Keach. All autographs are in overall
great condition. Certificates of Authenticity do not come with these
autographs, but Back to the Past Collectibles believes these items
to be genuine. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Actor Autograph Variety Lot of (3)16

A sterling silver 3 1/8" ribboned key to the city of Birmingham,
Alabama. Key is in good condition with some small scratches to the
metal's surface. Ribbon is in good condition with no tears or
fraying. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1City Key to Birmingham, Alabama17

Three Peruvian Navy metal plaques. The largest plaque measures
approximately 4 1/2" x 3 3/4" for size reference. All items are in
overall good condition but do exhibit some signs of storage wear
through light scratching and scuffing. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Peruvian Navy Metal Plaques Lot of (3)18

Two vintage Electronic Flashes by Sears for Polaroid PRONTO!
cameras. Both flashes appear to be unused, and in overall great
condition. The boxes are also in overall great condition but does
show light signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Vintage Electronic Flash lot of (2)19

A complete thirty-one piece HO-00 scale Tarzan figure set by Airfix
in 1966. All figures, except the elephant, are still attached to the
original factory sprue. The box is in overall fine condition, but does
display signs of storage wear through bowed exterior flaps,
scuffing, and worn edges and vertices. See pictures for further

1Vintage Tarzan Airfix Figures20

LOT # QTY
condition details.

A collection of various Michigan State Fair competition ribbons
from 1900-1917. Ribbons vary in condition, some appear to be
stitched together for storage/display. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1Vintage 1900's State Fair Ribbons21

Ten dog tags from various military and other service members.
Conditions vary from dog tag to dog tag. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Dog Tag Variety Lot of (10)22

This lot features an assortment of Event tickets, ranging from flight
tickets to conventions. Tickets vary in condition. Please see photos
for further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1Assorted Ticket Lot23

Two vintage Electronic Flashes by Sears for Polaroid PRONTO!
cameras. Both flashes appear to be unused, and in overall great
condition. The boxes are also in overall great condition but does
show light signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Vintage Electronic Flash lot of (2)24

This lot features three Freemasons Fellowship Trowels from
various places and years, as well as commemorative coins and
pins. All items are in overall good condition, but trowels do exhibit
signs of display wear through scratching on the metal and slight
rusting. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Freemasons Assorted Lot25

Lot of (10) glass plate negatives. Varied content. They measure
about 4 1/2" by 6 1/2".

1Antique Glass Negative Photograph Lot26

This lot features 23 guitar picks from various brands such as
Gibson, Everlast, and Samson. Picks vary in condition but are
overall in good condition, some logos are partially worn off. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Assorted Guitar Pick Lot of (23)27

A variety of photos of NASA and space related subjects. Features
astronauts, space shuttles, and more! All photos vary in condition.
You get all pictured.

1NASA & Space Related Photo Lot28

A collection of six dog licenses from the early 1900's. Licenses
show signs of aging through discoloration, but are all in a decent
condition. Conditions vary between items, but consistently have
slight tears or creasing along edges of license certificates. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Dog License Lot of (6)29
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Twelve pins featuring iconography from the Soviet space race. All
twelve pins are in overall great condition but does have very light
storage wear as shown through minimal scratches. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Soviet Space Pin Lot of (12)30

This lot features five assorted NASA patches including patches for
Apollo 14, and 20th anniversary Apollo 11 patches. Patches vary in
condition but are generally in great conditions with minimal to no
signs of storage or age wear. Please see photos for further detailed
conditions. You get all pictured.

1NASA Patch Lot of (5)31

A variety of microscope slides including a Milben Assorted
Blood-Suckers & Noxious Insects set, a Pathology Special Stain
Box, and more! The condition of each item varies. The Milben set
is missing one slide. See pictures for further condition details. You
get all pictured.

1Microscope Slides & More Lot32

An XL sized 1996 Atlanta, Georgia Olympic Games Starter Jacket.
Jacket is in great conditions with no stains or rips. Jacket measures
approximately 28" from armpit to armpit and 28" from shoulder to
bottom. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

11996 Olympic Games Jacket33

Four Canadian military pins featuring the Halifax Rifles, the
Voltigeurs, and more! Each pin has varying conditions but some
display signs of aging and has slight patina. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Canadian Military Pins Lot of (4)34

A collection of various Heads or Tails type coins including two
risqué type coins. All coins are of good condition. Please see
photos for further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1Heads or Tails Coins Lot of (10)35

A variety of Masonic Membership Certificates from both the 33rd
Degree Masons and Arabia Shriners along with a 33rd Degree
Mason leather wallet holder. All items are in overall good condition,
but do display some light storage wear. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Masonic Certificates & Wallet Holder36

This lot features 2 vintage stop watches including a Rocar Swiss
made stopwatch, and a watch chain. Rocar watch is in okay
condition, with a chip on the front glass surface and oxidization to
the metal surfaces along the back of the watch. Second watch is in
good condition with small surface scratches. Chain is in good
condition. Watches have not been tested. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1Watch Lot of (3)37

LOT # QTY

A variety of photos of NASA and space related subjects. Features
astronauts, space shuttles, and more! All photos vary in condition.
You get all pictured.

1NASA & Space Related Photo Lot38

A collection of five dog licenses from the 1920's and 1930's.
Licenses show signs of aging through discoloration, but are all in a
decent condition. Conditions vary between items, but consistently
have slight tears or creasing along edges of license certificates.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all
pictured.

1Vintage Dog License Lot of (5)39

A variety of vintage dog tax license tags from years ranging from
1949-1972. Most appear to be Michigan dog tax licenses. The
longest tag measures approximately 1 3/4" for size comparison. All
items are in overall good condition but some have a very slight
patina due to age. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Dog License Tags40

A collection of handwritten "Celebrity Addresses" from the 80's,
including addresses of Steven Spielberg, The Beach Boys, and
Barbara Walters. Conditions vary, but all notes are generally in
good condition. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.
You get all pictured.

1Handwritten Celebrity Addresses from the 80's41

A variety of patches featuring Coca-Cola, Texaco, automotive
brands, and more! All patches are in overall good condition, but
condition does vary from patch to patch. See photos for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Variety Patch Lot of (11)42

A variety of photos of NASA and space related subjects. Features
astronauts, space shuttles, and more! All photos vary in condition.
You get all pictured.

1NASA & Space Related Photo Lot43

Three vintage keys to Miami Beach City from three different
Mayors including Harold Shapiro, Kenneth Oka, and Elliott
Roosevelt. All keys are in overall great condition, but some do
show signs of light patina. See pictures for further condition details.

1Keys to Miami Beach City Lot of (3)44

This lot features an assortment of Event tickets, ranging from
theater tickets to live television events. Tickets vary in condition.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all
pictured.

1Assorted Ticket Lot45

A variety of five space related pins and buttons. Features a Journey
to the Moon 1969 button and ribbon. All items come in various
states of conditions. See pictures for further condition details. You
get all pictured.

1Space Pin & Button Lot of (5)46

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A collection of Postcards, Stamps, and envelopes all
commemorating NASA. Postcards include an envelope with a "silk
print" of the congressional space medal of honor. Conditions vary
between items, but are overall good. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1NASA Postage Lot47

Eleven color slides featuring NASA and space related subjects. All
items are in overall good condition, but condition does vary from
item to item. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Space & NASA Related Color Slides Lot48

This lot features a 1943 WWII era French phrase book and a
French Aviation Acrobat Parachute Championship souvenir. Book
is in decent condition with age wear to the pages, use wear on the
book's spine and some discoloration on both covers. Souvenir
postcard piece is in good condition with minimal to no damage.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1French Military Accessory Lot of (2)49

Three sports related autographs featuring Al Kaline, Ron Cey, and
Dick Cole. All autographs are in overall good condition. These
signatures do not come with their accompanying Certificate of
Authenticity, but Back to the Past Collectibles believes these items
to be genuine. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Sports Related Autograph Lot of (3)50

This lot features a variety of items all correlating to State fairs that
include fair programs and guides, award ribbons, and hats. Items
vary in condition. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1State Fair Lot51

Four publications and one book featuring a "Manual of the Civil
War Kindred Societies" and publications concerning ammunition
and ordinances of the Civil War. Condition varies from item to item,
but the "Manual of the Civil War" book does display heavy storage
wear along the spine and covers of the book. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Civil War Book & Publication Lot52

Lot of (10) glass plate negatives. Varied content. They measure
about 3 1/8" by 4 1/8".

1Antique Glass Negative Photograph Lot53

Lot of (10) glass plate negatives. Varied content. They have varying
sizes and the largest measures about 4 1/4" by 4 1/4".

1Antique Glass Negative Photograph Lot54

A 10 1/2" antique key to the city of St. Louis, Missouri for Mayor
Henry W Kiel in 1925. Key is in good condition with signs of age
wear and light scratches. Key is tied with ribbons which are of fair
conditioned, but could be removed. Please see photos for further

1Antique City Key to St. Louis55

LOT # QTY
detailed conditions.

A variety of space chimp related items, featuring photos, post
cards, calendars, and publication clippings. Conditions vary from
item to item, but are in overall good condition, however, the
calendar has been previously folded in half. See photos for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Space Chimp Variety Lot56

This collection includes thirteen sets of Skylab Micro Slides, and a
certificate of appreciation for the second Skylab mission. Slides are
in great condition, and still in their original packaging. Certificate is
framed and in great condition. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions.

1Skylab Lot of (14)57

Three commemorative Apollo 11 items featuring a watch,
paperweight, and keychain. All items are in overall good condition,
but the face of the keychain has been loosened. See photos for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Apollo 11 Commemorative Variety Lot58

A collection of various Michigan State Fair competition ribbons
from 1918-1923. Ribbons vary in condition, some appear to be
stitched together for storage/display. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1Vintage 1900's State Fair Ribbons59

One Ukrainian Space Forces Badge and a Soviet space program
medallion. Both items are in overall good condition, but do display
light storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1Soviet Space Program Pin & Medallion60

A collection of nine Freemasons Fellowship Trowels from various
places and years and a DVD of Manual Rituals. All items are in
overall good condition, but do exhibit signs of display wear through
scratching on the metal and slight rusting. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Freemasons Lot of (10)61

Two autographs from American actor Bob Newhart and American
pianist Peter Nero. Both items are in overall great condition.
Certificates of Authenticity do not accompany these items,
however, Back to the Past Collectibles believes these items to be
genuine. See pictures for further condition details.

1Variety Autograph Lot of (2)62

A Daisy Powerline 93 15 shot, CO2 Semiautomatic BB Gun. BB
Gun is in excellent condition, but has not been tested with CO2.
Lot also comes with Daisy 12.5 gram CO2 4 pack, and four
containers of metal BBS. Please see photos for further detailed
conditions. You get all pictured.

1Daisy Powerline 93 BB Gun63

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A working ceramic space shuttle lamp and nite lite in which only
250 of these lamps were produced in Japan. The cord measures
approximately 62" long and the lamp measures approximately 10"
tall. This lamp is in overall great condition with no visible chips or
crazing. See pictures for further condition details.

1Space Shuttle Lamp64

This lot features an assortment of newspaper clippings from the
1960's of Ripley's Believe It or Nots. Conditions vary from each
clipping but are in overall good condition. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions. You get all photographed.

1Ripley's Believe It or Not Newspaper Lot65

Two Conquest of Space Steins by Avon Fine Collectibles in 1991,
numbers 171163 and 52069. Both steins are in overall great
condition but do show signs of light display wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

1Conquest of Space Steins Lot of (2)66

This collection features eleven assorted patches including Porsche,
Honda, and the Detroit Mounted Police. Patches vary in condition
but are overall in great quality. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions. You get all photographed.

1Assorted Patch Lot of (11)67

Two vintage Electronic Flashes by Sears for Polaroid PRONTO!
cameras. Both flashes appear to be unused, and in overall great
condition. The boxes are also in overall great condition but does
show light signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Vintage Electronic Flash lot of (2)68

This collection includes three Playboy Playmate Calendars for the
years 1994, 1995, and 1996 as well as two playboy magazines.
Calendars are of excellent condition and Magazines are of great
condition as well with the centerfold still fully intact. Please see
photos for further detailed conditions.

1Modern Playboy Lot of (5)69

Publications and a photo of National Parks and waterfalls of the
Grand Canyon, Yellowstone, and Sequoia National Park. All items
are in overall great condition. You get all pictured.

1National Park Publications & Photo Lot70

This lot features two signed baseballs which include the signatures
for Pat Sheridan and Ike Blessitt of the Detroit Tigers. Baseballs
are in excellent condition and contained in their own individual
baseball display. Displays are of great condition as well with
minimal to no scratches to the plastic. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions.

1Signed Baseball Lot of (2)71

Five Veterans uniform caps from varying branches of services and
years. All hats are in overall great condition. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Veterans Uniform Caps Lot of (5)72

LOT # QTY

This lot features a variety of eleven magazines all regarding the
Olympics. Includes several Sports Illustrated titles. Conditions vary
from magazine to magazine but are overall In good condition.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all
pictured.

1Olympic Magazine Lot of (11)73

A variety of four space related pins and buttons. Features a
Journey to the Moon 1969 button and ribbon. All items come in
various states of conditions. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Space Pin & Button Lot of (4)74

A 5 1/2" key to the city of Miami Beach, Florida for Mayor Alex
Daoud in 1985. Key is in great condition with little signs of age
wear and little to no scratches. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions.

1City Key to Miami Beach, Florida75

Features a die-cast helicopter from the Action City Apollo Recovery
Mission set and a Spaceman Infrared Radio Control flier. The
Action City vehicles are brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. The Spaceman flier seems to have been
opened previously but appears to be unused and complete. Both
boxes are in overall good condition, but do have signs of storage
wear as seen through wear along the edges of the box and the
bubble to the Spaceman flier is loosened. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Space Helicopter Toy Lot76

A collection of seven playboy magazines from 1966 to 1971.
Centerfolds are still intact in all magazines. Magazines vary slightly
in condition but are overall of good condition with small signs of
markings or creasing. Magazine do show signs of storage wear.
Please see photo for further detailed conditions. You get all
pictured.

11960's and 1970's Playboy Lot of (7)77

Sixteen space related envelopes, featuring iconography from
Apollo 15 and 16, the Gemini Project, and more! Conditions vary
from envelope to envelope. You get all pictured.

1Space Related Envelopes Lot of (16)78

This collection features a variety of books, publications and
CD-ROM game all dedicated to Ripley's Believe It or Not. Books
are of good condition with some sings of storage and usage wear.
CD-ROM game is in great condition and comes in it's original
packaging. Conditions vary across all items. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions.

1Ripley's Believe It or Not Lot79

Features a vintage Kennedy Space Center Charles Products
astronaut coin bank and a lunar Apollo coin bank. Both banks are
in overall good condition, however, the astronaut has moderate

1Astronaut & Space Coin Banks80

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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display wear as seen on the helmet's visor, his MMU has some
wear on the right side, aged coloration, and is missing the plug in
the back. See pictures for further condition details.

This lot features four Freemasons Fellowship Trowels from various
places and years, as well as two booklets regarding the rules of
Free Masonry. All items are in overall good condition, but trowels
do exhibit signs of display wear through scratching on the metal
and slight rusting. See pictures for further condition details. You get
all pictured.

1Freemasons Assorted Lot81

Four Freemasons Fellowship Trowels from various places and
years. These trowels measure approximately 6". All items are in
overall good condition, but do exhibit signs of display wear through
scratching on the metal and slight rusting. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Freemasons Trowels Lot of (4)82

This lot features 15 varied vintage business cards and Christmas
post cards from all over the country. Postcards are very decorative
and in overall good condition. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions. You get all photographed.

1Vintage Assorted Card Lot83

A flag and patch which were flown aboard the Challenger (STS-6)
on April 9th, 1983 that deployed TDRS-1, the first Tracking and
Data Relay Satellite. This item was presented to those who
supported the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System. The
frame measures approximately 15 1/2" x 12 1/2". These items are
in overall great condition as they were preserved within the frame,
however, the frame does show signs of light storage and display
wear through scratching on the glass. See pictures for further
condition details.

1STS-6 Shuttle Flown Flag & Patch84

This collection includes a variety of books, magazines, manuals,
and guides all pertaining to NASA. Conditions vary between items.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all
photographed.

1NASA Publication Lot85

Vintage Ripley's Believe it or Not comic strips, including True
Ghost Stories and ten halves of comic strips from the newspaper.
All items are in overall good condition, but do show signs of
moderate aging through discoloration and light curling as seen on
the newspaper. See pictures for further condition details. You get
all pictured.

1Ripley's Believe it or Not Comic Strips86

This lot features a vintage drafting set as well as well as an
additional drafting compass and micro files. Drafting set is
complete and in good condition; leather has a bit of wear around
seams but is otherwise good condition.

1Vintage Drafting Set87

LOT # QTY

A variety of four space related pins and buttons. Features a
Journey to the Moon 1969 button and ribbon. All items come in
various states of conditions. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Space Pin & Button Lot of (4)88

This lot features six varied books related to sea travel and the
arctic. Books vary in condition but appear to be overall good with
signs of age and wear along the spines. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions. You get all photographed.

1Sea and Arctic Book Lot89

Five coins featuring a Greektown Casino token, a Kewadin Casino
token, a AAA Lucky Protection Token, a Sears Centennial coin,
and a Strombecker Lucky Racer coin. All coins are in overall good
condition. You get all pictured.

1Coin Variety Lot of (5)90

This lot features a 1914 Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering
degree from the University of Michigan, and a 1934 award of merit
from the Automotive Automobile Association. Both certificates are
of good condition with minimal signs of aging and very slight tears
or creases. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Automotive Engineering Certificate Lot of (2)91

Two vintage Electronic Flashes by Sears for Polaroid PRONTO!
cameras. Both flashes appear to be unused, and in overall great
condition. The boxes are also in overall great condition but does
show light signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Vintage Electronic Flash lot of (2)92

This lot features three publications from the 1972, 1984, and 1998
Olympics. Publications are generally in great condition with some
variance between items. Some signs of storage wear are apparent.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Olympic Publication Lot of (3)93

Five vintage to modern license plates from various states including
Michigan, Illinois, and more! All license plates are in a varying
conditions, but some do have rusting. You get all pictured.

1Vintage to Modern License Plate Lot of (5)94

A 3 1/4" gold key to the city of Tel Aviv, Israel as gifted to the city
mayor. Key comes in a fitted wooden display box that measures
approximately 4 1/2" by 2 1/4". Key is in good condition with small
signs of age and usage. Wooden display box is in great condition
will little to no signs of scratches or wear. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions.

1City Key to Tel Aviv, Israel95

Four vintage battery accessories including a Reddy Kilowatt patch,
a Reddy Kilowatt comic printing plate, and two battery testers. All
items come in varying conditions, and the Reddy Kilowatt patch

1Vintage Battery Accessories96

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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has moderate aging and some staining and the battery tester does
have signs of rusting. See pictures for further condition details. You
get all pictured.

This lot features five Freemasons Fellowship Trowels from various
places and years. Trowels range in size and do exhibit signs of
display wear through scratching on the metal and slight rusting.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Freemasons Trowel Lot (5)97

A variety of vintage to modern dog tax license tags from years
ranging from 1965-1992. All appear to be Michigan dog tax
licenses. The largest tag measures approximately 1 1/4" x 1 1/4"
for size comparison. All items are in overall good condition. You get
all pictured.

1Vintage to Modern Dog License Tags98

This collection features 7 film slide sets, and 5 loose slides all
involving NASA's Gemini series. Slide sets are in great condition in
their original packaging, with little to no signs of storage or use and
the loose slides are in good condition as well.

1NASA Color Film Slides Lot of (12)99

A vintage Krewe of Venus New Orleans Mardi Gras coin from the
1970s. The coin is in overall good condition and measures
approximately 1 1/2" in diameter. The coin is in overall good
condition and is contained within a protective sleeve but does have
some slight scratching. See pictures for further condition details.

11970s Krewe of Venus Coin100

This collection features photos, patches, records, and more of the
1970's cultural phenomenon of streaking. Popularized in the mid
70's, this lot contains photos of various streakers from the 70's and
early 80's. Conditions vary from item to item, but generally appear
to be good with minimal storage wear. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions. You get all items.

1Streaking Assorted Lot101

Five golden Freemasons Fellowship Trowels from various places
and years. All items are in overall good condition, but do exhibit
signs of display wear through scratching on the metal and slight
rusting. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Masonic Trowels Lot of (5)102

This lot features five assorted book all centered around Tarzan.
Books vary in condition, but each show some general storage wear
on covers. Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You
get all pictured.

1Tarzan Book Lot of (5)103

Five vintage to modern license plates from various states including
Michigan, Illinois, and more! All license plates are in a varying
conditions, but some do have rusting. You get all pictured.

1Vintage to Modern License Plate Lot of (5)104

LOT # QTY

This lot features ten Discover science themed magazines dated
from 1993-2001. Magazines vary in condition. Please see photos
for further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1Discover Magazine Lot105

Four promotional movie posters featuring X-Men, Serenity, and V
for Vendetta. The largest poster measures approximately 20 1/4" x
13 1/2" for size reference. All posters are in overall good condition,
however, there are slight folding and creases along the edges of
the posters. You get all pictured.

1Mini Movie Promotional Posters106

This lot features a vintage Henschel drafting set as well as well as
an additional drafting compass and ruler. Drafting set is in
complete and in decent condition; binding has a bit of wear around
seams and has a tear in the front flap. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions.

1Vintage Drafting Set107

Publications and photos of the Pole Sitter. All items are in overall
good condition. You get all pictured.

1Pole Sitter Publications & Photos108

Four Freemasons Fellowship Trowels from various places and
years. All items are in overall good condition, but do exhibit signs of
display wear through scratching on the metal and slight rusting.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Freemasons Trowels Lot of (4)109

A variety of vintage dog tax license tags from years ranging from
1961-1975. Most appear to be Michigan dog tax licenses. The
longest tag measures approximately 1 3/4" for size comparison. All
items are in overall good condition but some have very slight
scratching. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Dog License Tags110

A collection of stickers, keychains, card series and more all related
to NASA. Conditions vary amongst items. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions. You get everything photographed.

1NASA Commemorative Paraphernalia Lot111

Autograph by competitive European cyclist Greg LeMond who
entered Tour de France various times and won the 1989 and 1990
Tour events. This item is in overall great condition. A Certificate of
Authenticity does not come with this item, however, Back to the
Past Collectibles believes this item to be genuine. See photos for
further condition details.

1Greg LeMond Autograph112

This lot features four vintage measuring tapes including a vintage
Lufkin tape measure and one retractable key holder. Items vary in
condition but consistently show signs of general age wear and
some rusting to metal. Please see photos for further detailed
conditions. You get all photographed.

1Vintage Measuring Tape Lot of (5)113

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY

Thirteen Soviet space related pins. All items are in overall great
condition. See pictures for further condition details.

1Soviet Space Pins Lot of (13)114

A photo still of "Gung Ho" signed by American Filmmaker and Actor
Ron Howard. Signed print is of good condition, with no tears or
marks to the picture but has slight curling around the corners.
Signature does not come with a Certificate of Authenticity, but
based on collection Back to the Past believes this to be genuine.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Ron Howard Signature115

Five vintage to modern license plates from various states including
Michigan, Illinois, and more! All license plates are in a varying
conditions, but some do have rusting. You get all pictured.

1Vintage to Modern License Plate Lot of (5)116

This collection features a variety of pins, such as commemorative
pins for the Sputnik Satellite, all centered around Soviet Space
Program. Pins vary in condition, but generally seem in great shape.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all
photographed.

1Soviet Space Pin Lot117

Five UFO related books, both hard cover and paperback. Varying
wear. You get all pictured.

1UFO Related Book Lot of (5)118

This lot features manuals, newspaper clippings, brochures, photos
and more of all NASA related concepts. Conditions vary between
items, but are generally in good condition with signs of age and
storage wear throughout. Please see photos for further detailed
conditions. You get all photographed.

1NASA Document Lot119

Eight rubber duckies of various shapes and sizes, includes a rubber
Donald Duck soap holder, two mini soaps, and more! All items are
in various conditions. You get all pictured.

1Rubber Duckie Lot of (8)120

This lot features six photographs of various Tarzan films and
Tarzans such as Lex Barker, and two publications regarding the
Tarzan films. Photographs are in great condition as are the
publications. Aside from general age wear, items show little to no
damage. Please see photos for further detailed descriptions.

1Tarzan Assorted Lot of (8)121

Twelve Soviet space related pins. All items are in overall great
condition. See pictures for further condition details.

1Soviet Space Pins Lot of (12)122

This lot features an assortment of newspaper clippings from the
1960's-1980's of Ripley's Believe It or Nots. Conditions vary from
each clipping but are in overall good condition. Please see photos
for further detailed conditions. You get all photographed.

1Ripley's Believe It or Not Newspaper Lot123

LOT # QTY

A 1963 autograph from Russian born Igor Sikorsky, who is known
for inventing the helicopter. This item is in overall great condition
and is still factory sealed, but does have lightly worn vertices. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Igor Sikorsky Autograph124

This collection features twelve Adam Men's Home Companion
magazines from the 1950's and 1960's. Magazines are in great
condition and individually stored in sleeves. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions. You get all photographed.

11950's and 1960's Men's Interest Magazine Lot125

A wide variety of decorative pins featuring Heinz Ketchup, a 1992
Cobi & Friends, Veterans pins, and more! Conditions vary. You get
all pictured.

1Pin Variety Lot126

This collection features two wrist watches, one pocket watch, and
an additional pocket watch chain. Wrist watches measure 9 1/2"
long and 8 1/2" long. Pocket watch measures about 14 1/2" and
additional chain measures 12 inches long. Black wrist watch,
pocket watch, and chain are all in great condition with minimal to
no scratches or wear. Metal wrist watch is in good condition with
some damage to the digital screen. Watches have not been tested.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Watch Lot of (4)127

Four vintage hardcover Tarzan books featuring "Tarzan of the
Apes", "The Beasts of Tarzan", "Tarzan Alive", and "Tarzan and the
Jewels of Opar". All books are in overall good condition, however,
many show moderate storage wear on the covers and sleeves of
the books. See pictures for further condition details.

1Vintage Tarzan Book Lot of (4)128

This collection consists of five NASA Space Shuttle Mission Press
Kits from 1994-1996. Press kits are in great condition with little to
no storage wear and come in their own protective sleeves. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions.

1NASA Press Kit Lot of (5)129

Four commemorative space plates, featuring a 1st Moon Landing,
First Lunar Landing of Mankind, First Moon Walk, and a plastic
Apollo plate. All items are in overall good condition, but conditions
vary from item to item. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

1Commemorative Space Plates130

This lot features ten Men's Interest Magazines including issues of
Pix, Gentlemen Magazine, and Cavalier all from the 1960's.
Conditions vary between each magazine, but are generally in good
condition with little to no damage, tears or markings. Please see
photos for further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

11960's Men Interest Magazine Lot131

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY

Seventeen space related envelopes, featuring iconography from
Apollo 13 and 17, the Launch Day, and more! Conditions vary from
envelope to envelope. You get all pictured.

1Space Related Envelopes Lot of (17)132

This collection features six issues of Youth's Companion American
Boy Magazine from the 1930's and 1940's. Magazines vary slightly
but all shows signs of age wear along the spines of the magazine
as well as have markings or stickers on the pages. Overall decent
condition. Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You
get all pictured.

11930's and 1940's Youth's Companion American Boy M133

A variety of vintage dog tax license tags from years ranging from
1945-1970. Most appear to be Michigan dog tax licenses. The
longest tag measures approximately 1 1/2" for size comparison. All
items are in overall good condition but some have very slight
scratching and visible patina. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Dog License Tags134

A 6 1/2" bronze key to the city of Hollywood, Florida and a 1959 2
1/4" key as gifted to Mayor E.L. McMurrough. Keys are in good
condition with minimal signs of age and usage. Please see photos
for further detailed conditions.

1City Keys to Hollywood, Florida135

Features Space News newspaper clippings, NASA publications
and press kits. Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1NASA & Space Related Publications136

Four Freemasons Fellowship Trowels from various places and
years. All items are in overall good condition, but do exhibit signs of
display wear through scratching on the metal and slight rusting.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Freemasons Trowels Lot of (4)137

One mariner equatorial certificates and one South Pole
membership certificate. Features a canvas Domain of Neptunus
Rex and a paper stock Knights of the Emperor Penguin Court
certificate. The Knights of the Emperor Penguin Court measures
approximately 21" x 15 1/2" for size reference. Both items are in
overall good condition, however, aging and storage wear is evident
on both items along the edges of the certificates and both have
been previously rolled. You get both pictured.

1Equatorial Certificate & More138

This lot contains 25 varied decal stickers all featuring NASA
Programs such as UARS, Shuttle programs and more. All decals
are in great condition. Please see photos for further detailed
conditions. You get all photographed.

1Space Program Decal Lot139

A wide variety of decorative pins featuring a Prisoners of War pin,
space pins, a Ground Hog Day pin, and more! Conditions vary. You

1Pin Variety Lot140

LOT # QTY
get all pictured.

This lot contains a variety of vintage Vehicle Operator Licenses
from all over the country from the 1950's. Each license varies in
condition but are consistently in decent condition with signs of age
and usage, stains and markings. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions.

1Vintage Vehicle License Lot141

Six Freemasons Fellowship Trowels from various places and years.
Measures approximately 5 1/4" long. All items are in overall good
condition, but do exhibit signs of display wear through scratching
on the metal and various degrees of rusting. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Freemasons Trowels Lot of (6)142

A variety of vintage dog tax license tags from years ranging from
1971-1995. Most appear to be Michigan dog tax licenses. The
longest tag measures approximately 1 1/4" for size comparison. All
items are in overall good condition. You get all pictured.

1Vintage to Modern Dog License Tags143

Ten metal religious faith charms. Sizes vary, but the largest charm
is approximately 1 5/8" long for size reference. Conditions vary.
You get all pictured.

1Faith Metal Charms Lot of (10)144

Ten metal religious faith charms. Sizes vary, but the largest charm
is approximately 2" long for size reference. Conditions vary. You
get all pictured

1Faith Metal Charms Lot of (10)145

A section taken from the Golden Gate Bridge in 1928 as a
Redwood Empire-Edition, #2104/5000. This item is in overall good
condition but does have moderate storage wear as the red paint is
chipping off and it does not come with the accompanying plaque.
See photos for further condition details.

11928 Golden Gate Cable Section146

This collection features newspapers and clippings from the 1960's
-1980's all regarding space news such as the landing of the Apollo
11. Newspapers and clippings vary in conditions. Please see
photos for further details. You get everything pictured.

1NASA Newspaper Lot147

Ten vintage Little Blue Books with varying content. Measures
approximately 5" x 3 1/2". Conditions vary by each book from
moderate to heavy storage wear, and some covers have come off
of the book's binding. See pictures for further condition details. You
get all pictured.

1Little Blue Books Lot of (10)148

This lot features 13 Men's Interest Magazines including issues of
The Gent, Topper, and Jem all from the 1960's. Conditions vary
between each magazine, but are generally in good condition with

11960's Men Interest Magazine Lot149

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY
little to no damage, tears or markings. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

Five space related envelopes, featuring iconography from Project
Viking to Apollo COHO3, and more! Conditions vary from envelope
to envelope. You get all pictured.

1Space Related Envelopes Lot of (5)150

This lot features four signatures from political leaders Alfred
Mossman Landon, Harry Flood Byrd, William Proxmire, and H.
Ross Perot. Signatures come in their own plastic protective
sleeves, and are in great condition. Signatures do not have
Certificates of Authenticity, but Back to the Past believes these to
be genuine. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Political Leader Signature Lot of (4)151

Ten metal religious faith charms. Sizes vary, but the largest charm
is approximately 1 3/4" long for size reference. Conditions vary.
You get all pictured.

1Faith Metal Charms Lot of (10)152

This collection features a variety of film slide sets all involving
Apollo Missions 4-15. Slide sets are in great condition in their
original packaging, with little to no signs of storage or use. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions.

1NASA Color Film Slides Lot153

A variety of items pertaining to Ground Hogs Day and
Punxsutawney Phil. From temporary tattoos, to buttons, to coins,
post cards, and more! Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Ground Hogs Day Lot154

An 8" metal commemorative key and letter opener from 1933 to the
city of Chicago, Illinois. Key is in decent condition with signs of
age, usage, and patina on metal. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions.

1City Key to Chicago, Illinois155

Three space shuttle die-cast vehicles including a Fast Lane, Hot
Zone, and a Hot Wings. All items are brand new, never opened,
and still in the original packaging. Boxes have varying degrees of
wear, but the Fast Lane bubble does have damage. See pictures
for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Space Shuttle Die-Cast Lot of (3)156

Ten metal religious faith charms. Sizes vary, but the largest charm
is approximately 1 1/4" long for size reference. Conditions vary.
You get all pictured

1Faith Metal Charms Lot of (10)157

Four Canadian military pins featuring a Royal Canadian Army
Medical Corps, Canadian Engineers, and more! Each pin has
varying conditions but some display signs of aging and has patina.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Canadian Military Pins Lot of (4)158

LOT # QTY

This lot features three books focused on Adult Humor and Sexual
Comedy. Books vary in condition. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions.

1Adult Humor Book Lot of (3)159

Fourteen metal religious faith charms. Sizes vary, but the largest
charm is approximately 1 3/4" long for size reference. Conditions
vary. You get all pictured.

1Faith Metal Charms Lot of (14)160

This lot features a variety of NASA Space 8x10" and 8.5x11"
photos. Photos are all in great condition, but have slight variances.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1NASA Space Photo Lot161

Twelve vintage Little Blue Books with varying content. Measures
approximately 5" x 3 1/2". Conditions vary by each book from
moderate to heavy storage wear, and some covers have come off
of the book's binding. See pictures for further condition details. You
get all pictured.

1Little Blue Books Lot of (12)162

This lot features seven NASA Technical Translation publications
from 1967 to 1970. Publications cover a variety of topic including
investigations of Venus and Jupiter and the reverse side of the
moon. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1NASA Technical Translation Lot (7)163

Six NASA & Aerospace autographs featuring Richard A. Searfoss,
Kenneth D. Cockrell, David R. Williams, Susan J. Helms, C.
Gordon Fullerton, and Senator Jake Garn. The Susan J. Helms
signature comes with its accompanying Certificate of Authenticity.
The rest do not come with a CoA, but Back to the Past Collectibles
believes these autographs to be genuine. Conditions vary, but the
Richard A. Searfoss does have scratching evident on the photo.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Aerospace Autograph Lot of (6)164

This lot features a variety of never opened color film slide sets
including Galileo Missions, Trips to Saturn, The Pathfinder and
Sojourner and more. Slide sets are in great condition, as they are
unopened. Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You
get all photographed.

1Space Film Slide Set Lot165

A bronze plated commemorative German moon landing pin. This
item depicts the astronaut Eldwin "Buzz" Aldrin and measures
approximately 4" x 2 3/4". This item is in overall good condition, but
it does have light storage wear and the bronze has worn off in
some areas. See pictures for further condition details.

1Commemorative German Moon Pin166

This lot features 13 varied men's interest magazines including
issues of Glamour Girl Photography, Girl Watcher, and more.

11950's and 1960's Men's Interest Magazine Lot167

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY
Magazines vary in condition, and most come in their own individual
plastic sleeves. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.
You get all photographed.

A variety of photos of NASA and space related subjects. Features
astronauts, space shuttles, and more! All photos vary in condition.
You get all pictured.

1NASA & Space Related Photo Lot168

A collection of two 2 3/4" keys to the city of Buffalo, New York
given to mayor Steven Pankow. Keys are both in good condition
with some scratches or marks to the back of the keys, and are
displayed in their own individual cases that measure 2 3/4" by 3"
and are in decent condition. Please see photos for further detailed
conditions.

1City Keys to Buffalo, New York169

A variety of microscope slides including an Esco precleaned
microscope slides, Atco prepared slides of insect organs, and
more! The prepared slides by Atco and Adams Micro-slides appear
to be complete. The condition of each item varies but all items
show signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Microscope Slides & More Lot170

A signed 8"x10" photo of Marina Sirtis, who was known for playing
Counselor Deanna Troi on the television series Star Trek: The Next
Generation. Signature does not have a signature of Authenticity but
based on collection, Back to the Past believes this to be genuine.
Signed photo is in excellent condition. Please see pictures for
further conditions detailed.

1Marina Sirtis Signed Photo171

Four commemorative space plates, featuring an Apollo 11, First
Men on the Moon plate, a We Came In Peace plate and a plastic
Apollo plate. All items are in overall good condition, but conditions
vary from item to item. The First Men on the Moon and Apollo 11
plates both have slight staining. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Commemorative Space Plates172

A collection of microscope slides including a box of Harshaw
Scientific 3"x1" slides, a box of Fisherfinest 3"x1" slides, and 54
specimen slides. Harshaw and Fisherfinest slides are in great
condition, and their boxes are in good condition as well with light
storage wear around box seams. Specimen slides are in decent
condition with obvious signs of use and wear, specimen are stored
in a 10 1/4" x 4 1/2" box that has a good amount of wear and tears
along the seams. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Microscope Slide Lot of (3)173

Eight space related envelopes, featuring iconography from the
Soyuz, Discovery, Kennedy Space Center, and more! Conditions
vary from envelope to envelope. You get all pictured.

1Space Related Envelopes Lot of (8)174

LOT # QTY

This vintage crosman 130 pump BB/pellet gun looks to be in great
condition, but was not tested. BB gun comes with four different
containers of BBs including Daisy, Crosman, Copperhead, and
Benjamin brand that are all in good condition. Please see photos
for further detailed conditions. You get all photographed.

1Crosman 130 Pump BB Gun175

Nine dog tags from various military and other service members.
Conditions vary from dog tag to dog tag. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Dog Tag Variety Lot of (9)176

This lot features a variety of paperwork, reports, manuals,
publications and more all related to NASA and Aerospace. Items
generally are in great condition but have slight variances in
conditions. Please see photos for further detail.

1NASA Reports and Publications177

Four golden Freemasons Fellowship Trowels from various places
and years. The largest trowel measures approximately 7 1/2" long.
All items are in overall good condition, but do exhibit signs of
display wear through scratching on the metal and slight rusting.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Masonic Trowels Lot of (4)178

This collection includes signed photos and notes from NASA
Astronauts Ken Cockrell, David Hilmers, Joseph P. Allen and more.
Signatures do not have Certificates of Authenticity but due to
collection, Back to the Past believes these to be genuine. All
signatures are in great condition. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions.

1NASA Signature Lot179

A variety of photos of NASA and space related subjects. Features
astronauts, space shuttles, and more! All photos vary in condition.
You get all pictured.

1NASA & Space Related Photo Lot180

A collection of six playboy magazines from 1969 to 1979.
Centerfolds are still intact in all magazines. Magazines vary slightly
in condition but are overall of good condition with small signs of
markings or creasing. Magazine do show light signs of storage
wear. Please see photo for further detailed conditions. You get all
pictured.

11960's and 1970's Playboy Lot of (6)181

Ten metal religious faith charms. Sizes vary, but the largest charm
is approximately 1 3/4" long for size reference. Conditions vary.
You get all pictured.

1Faith Metal Charms Lot of (10)182

This collection features four vintage "Reddy Kilowatt" lapel pins
from the 1950's.  The symbol of electric power companies, all
Reddy Kilowatt pins are in good condition and 3 come in their

1Reddy Kilowatt Lapel Pins Lot of (4)183

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY
original packaging that is also of good condition with some slight
stains to the card. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

Eleven Soviet space related pins. All items are in overall great
condition. See pictures for further condition details.

1Soviet Space Pins Lot of (11)184

This lot features miscellaneous accessories that all pertain to
vehicles such as front fender emblems for the 1960's 390 Ford
Mustang, Ford Ranchero, and Corvette Sting Ray as well as keys
and keychains. Items vary in condition but show signs of wear and
age like spots of rust and patina on metal surfaces. Please see
photos for further detailed conditions.

1Vehicle Accessory Lot185

An autograph by American singer, songwriter, Kenny Rogers.
Measures approximately 3" x 5". A Certificate of Authenticity does
not come along with this item, however, Back to the Past
Collectibles believes this item to be genuine. This item is in overall
good condition but does have some small writing on areas of the
card. See pictures for further condition details.

1Kenny Rogers Autograph186

This lot features a variety of medals, ribbons, and pins that signify
the Asiatic Pacific Campaign and awards for American defense.
Medals are in good condition with signs of age wear to the metal
and ribbons. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Military Medal and Ribbon Lot187

Two mariner equatorial certificates. Features two Imperivm Neptvni
Regis maritime certificates. The largest of the two certificates
measures approximately 20" x 16" for size reference. Both items
are in overall good condition, however, aging and storage wear is
evident on both items along the edges of the certificates and have
been previously rolled. You get both pictured.

1Equatorial Certificates Lot of (2)188

This collection features a variety of holographic/flicker items such
as a Beatles poster, stickers, button pins, and more. All items are
in good condition with little to no storage wear and only some use
wear. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Holographic/Flicker Item Lot189

Five space related envelopes, featuring iconography from Apollo
11! Conditions vary from envelope to envelope. You get all
pictured.

1Space Related Envelopes Lot of (5)190

A Vaughn H.H. US Navy hat and a 1904's WWII era "Blue Jackets
Manual". Hat is in excellent condition with no stains, or rips. Book
is in decent condition with some scuffs and stains to the cover of
the book. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1US Navy hat and manual191

LOT # QTY

Ten dog tags from various military and other service members.
Conditions vary from dog tag to dog tag. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Dog Tag Variety Lot of (10)192

This lot features 12 Men's Interest Magazines including issues of
Gallant, Escapade, Jem and more all from the 1950's. Conditions
vary between each magazine, but are generally in good condition
with little to no damage, tears or markings. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

11950's Men Interest Magazine Lot193

Ten Soviet space related pins. All items are in overall great
condition. See pictures for further condition details.

1Soviet Space Pins Lot of (10)194

This piece of history comes from the USS Missouri BB63, the
battleship from Peal Harbor, Hawaii and the surrender of the
Japanese Empire. This piece of teak decking measures
approximately 2 3/4" by 3 3/4". This piece is in excellent condition,
and packaged in it's own plastic sleeve. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions.

1Piece of the USS Missouri195

A vintage city key to Atlantic City circa 1949 to 1954 from the
mayor, Joseph Altman, and comes with the accompanying case.
The key measures approximately 5 3/4" long. This item is in overall
great condition but the case does have signs of moderate storage
wear along the edges of the case. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Vintage Key Atlantic City196

This lot features a variety of patents, reports, and guides all related
to NASA and Aerospace. Items generally are in great condition but
have slight variances in conditions. Please see photos for further
detail.

1NASA Reports and Article Lot197

A collectible ceramic bank in the form of an astronaut by America's
Favorites in 1999. This bank measures approximately 8" tall. This
item is in overall great condition but does have minor signs of
display wear in the form of scratches as seen on the astronaut's
right arm. See pictures for further condition details.

1Astronaut Collectible Bank198

Celebrating the supplemental branches of the Freemasonry, this
32nd Degree Masonic Hat is in good condition and listed as a size
7 1/8. Hat is free from stains, tears or heavy wear. Please see
photos for further detailed conditions.

1Masonic 32nd Degree Hat199

Two certificates, one 33rd Degree Masonic and the other being an
Ancient Arabic Order Mystic Shrine certificates. The 33rd Degree
Masons certificate measures approximately 16 1/2" x 13 1/2". Both

1Masonic & Shriners Certificates200
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items are in overall good condition, but both have been previously
folded and does show signs of slight aging. See pictures for further
condition details. You get both pictured.

This collection features a variety of photos, DVDs, and more all
featuring Burlesque and Burlesque dancers such as Jennifer St.
John and Wendy Sity. Photos are generally in good condition and
many come in their own protective sleeves. DVD is untested.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You get
everything pictured.

1Burlesque and Pin Up Lot201

Ten Soviet space related pins. All items are in overall great
condition. See pictures for further condition details.

1Soviet Space Pins Lot of (10)202

This lot features seven color film slide sets of different travel
locations such as Yosemite, Aspen, Manhattan and more. Sets are
all in good condition and have never been opened. Packaging
shows some light storage wear. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions.

1Travel Color Film Slide Sets Lot of (7)203

Collectible bronze coins focusing on the History of America's Men
in Space by The International Mint. The case measures
approximately 7 1/2" x 3" x 5 3/4". All coins are contained in its own
display cases and are in overall great condition. The box, however,
does have slight storage wear visible. This set comes with
twenty-one coins and appears to not be complete. See pictures for
further condition details.

1America's Men in Space Coins204

This lot features four 1 1/2" Keys to multiple us cities such as
Detroit, Phoenix, and more. Keys all vary in condition but are
generally good with some signs of age wear to the metal surfaces
of the keys. Please see photos for further detailed conditions,

11970's Keys to Cities205

Ten metal religious faith charms. Sizes vary, but the largest charm
is approximately 1 3/8" long for size reference. Conditions vary.
You get all pictured.

1Faith Metal Charms Lot of (10)206

This lot features a variety of items all focused on the Olympics.
From books to photos to postage, this lot features items from the
1970's to the modern era. Items vary in condition. Please see
photos for further detailed conditions.

1Olympic Assorted Lot207

Eight dog tags from various military and other service members,
including nine blank dog tags on a keyring. Conditions vary from
dog tag to dog tag. See pictures for further condition details. You
get all pictured.

1Dog Tag Variety Lot of (8)208

LOT # QTY

This collection features newspapers and clippings from the 1960's
all regarding space news such as America's first steps on the moon
in 1969. Newspapers vary in conditions. Please see photos for
further details. You get everything pictured.

1NASA Newspaper Lot209

Five NASA & Aerospace autographs featuring Peter J. "Jeff"
Wisoff, Scott E. Parazynski, Marc Garneau, Leroy Chiao, and
Kenneth D. Cockrell. These autographs do not come with an
accompanying Certificate of Authenticity, but Back to the Past
Collectibles believes these autographs to be genuine. Conditions
vary, but the Kenneth D. Cockrell autograph does have scratching
evident on the photo. See pictures for further condition details. You
get all pictured.

1Aerospace Autograph Lot of (5)210

This lot features a collection of nine books for the series
"Significant Achievements in the Space Sciences" for the years
1958-1964. Books are in decent condition with signs of age wear
among slight page discoloration. Spines of all books are in decent
condition with some light tearing or peeling. Book sleeve is in good
condition as well. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Significant Achievements in the Space Sciences 195211

A variety of vintage dog tax license tags from years ranging from
1968-1974. Most appear to be Michigan dog tax licenses. The
longest tag measures approximately 1 3/4" for size comparison. All
items are in overall good condition but some have a very slight
patina due to age. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Dog License Tags212

Lot of 10 glass plate negatives. Varied content. They measure
about 3 1/8" by 4 1/8" and 4" by 5". Please see photos for further
detailed content.

1Antique Glass Negative Photograph Lot213

Two space related Christmas ornaments, featuring a Hallmark
Freedom 7 shuttle and a USPS Collector's Series of the First Moon
Landing of 1969. The Freedom 7 shuttle measures about 6" tall for
size reference. Both items come in their original packaging.
Condition is overall good, however, both boxes exhibit signs of mild
storage wear along the edges and vertices. See pictures for further
condition details.

1Christmas Ornaments Lot of (2)214

A 4" by 4" block of wood from the original spires of the famous
Kentucky Derby race track "Churchill Downs". The iconic race track
hosts one of the longest running continuous sporting events. Wood
block is in good condition, with a commemorative plaque on its
front surface that has little to no scratches or major storage wear.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Piece of Twin Spires (1895)215
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Space related book lot. Conditions vary. You get all pictured.
1Space Related Book Lot216

This lot features a collection of assorted film slides that cover
topics such as NASA and travel scenery from Paris, France. Slides
are in good condition and come stored in plastic film slide
containers that are of great condition as well. Slides and containers
show minimal signs of storage wear or usage. Please see photos
for further detailed conditions.

1Assorted Film Slides Lot217

A wide variety of space related stamps, featuring Grenada stamps.
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Space Stamps Variety Lot218

A brand new, never opened Rawlings "National League Replica
Baseball" collectors set. Box contains 16 replica baseballs
including teams such as the Mets, Dodgers, and Cardinals.
Baseballs have never been opened, and box is in great condition
with some small signs of storage wear. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions.

1Rawlings National League Replica Baseballs Set219

Ten metal religious faith charms. Sizes vary, but the largest charm
is approximately 1 1/2" long for size reference. Conditions vary.
You get all pictured.

1Faith Metal Charms Lot of (10)220

Two vintage Electronic Flashes by Sears for Polaroid PRONTO!
cameras. Both flashes appear to be unused, and in overall great
condition. The boxes are also in overall great condition but does
show light signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Vintage Electronic Flash lot of (2)221

Two mariner certificates. Features one Imperivm Neptvni Regis, an
equatorial maritime certificates, and a Plank Owner certificate. The
Plank Owner certificate measures approximately 20" x 15 1/2" for
size reference. Both items are in overall good condition, however,
aging and storage wear is evident on both items along the edges of
the certificates and have been previously rolled. You get both
pictured.

1Mariner Certificates Lot of (2)222

A collection of ten Disney VHS tapes in their original cases. Titles
include classics such as Pinocchio, The Rescuers, and Fantasia.
VHS tapes have not been tested but both tapes and cases appear
to be in excellent condition with little to no signs of storage or use.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all
photographed.

1Disney VHS Lot of (10)223

This key to the city of Ann Arbor, Michigan, gifted to NASA
astronaut James A. McDivitt which opens up and shows a hidden

1Key to the City of Ann Arbor224

LOT # QTY
letter opener within the key. The key measures approximately 7" in
length. This item comes with a Certificate of Authenticity which
states that this key was previously owned by James A. McDivitt.
The key is in overall good condition but does have some slight
scuffing, patina, and tarnishing on various parts of the metallic
surfaces. See pictures for further condition details.

Lot of 10 glass plate negatives. Varied content. They measure
about 3 1/4" by 4 1/4". Please see photos for further detailed
content.

1Antique Glass Negative Photograph Lot225

Ten dog tags from various military and other service members.
Conditions vary from dog tag to dog tag. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Dog Tag Variety Lot of (10)226

This lot features 11 Men's Interest Magazines including issues of
Vue, Tab, Female Form and more all from the 1950's and 1960's.
Conditions vary between each magazine, but are generally in good
condition with little to no damage, tears and many are individually
kept in their own plastic sleeves. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

11950's and 1960's Men Interest Magazine Lot227

Ten metal religious faith charms. Sizes vary, but the largest charm
is approximately 1 1/4" long for size reference. Conditions vary.
You get all pictured.

1Faith Metal Charms Lot of (10)228

This lot features a Freemasons Knights of Templar hat and
Masonic Shriners Ties. Hat is in fair condition with heavy amounts
of rips, scuffs, and scratches to both hat and bill. Ties are in decent
condition with no rips or stains, but some signs of age wear. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1Shriners and Masons Vintage Clothing Accessories229

Four space related envelopes which features iconography from
Apollo 14! Conditions vary from envelope to envelope. You get all
pictured.

1Apollo 14 Envelopes Lot of (4)230

A variety of photos of NASA and space related subjects. Features
photos from the Chrysler Missile Division Photographic Laboratory
in Detroit, Michigan. All photos vary in condition. You get all
pictured.

1NASA & Space Related Photo Lot231

Eight artillery related book lot. All items have varying conditions.
You get all pictured.

1Artillery Related Book Lot of (8)232

This lot contains a Heroes of Space Apollo 12 'Lunar Module Pilot
Alan Bean and Black Power Ranger' and Space Voyager
Adventure Fleet. Heroes of Space figures are in excellent condition

1Heroes of Space Figure and Space Voyager Adventure233
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LOT # QTY
and appear new in bubble. Bubble is great condition with little signs
of wear but is missing its card. Space Voyager is sealed, new in
box and is in great condition with little to no storage wear to the
box. Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You get both
pictured.

Three commemorative space plates, featuring a We Came In
Peace for All Mankind, First Lunar Landing of Mankind, and a
Victoria Spatii plate. All items are in overall good condition, but
conditions vary from item to item. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Commemorative Space Plates234

A 1960's Spalding "Roger Maris" model baseball glove. Mitt is in
good condition, leather is still flexible and shows signs of usage
wear with creasing and scratches. All Spalding markings are still
visible. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Spalding "Roger Maris" Baseball Mitt235

A wide variety of space related stamps, featuring Soviet space race
stamps and more! All stamps are in overall great condition, but
conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Space Stamps Variety Lot236

An 8"  gold/metal commemorative "welcome to" key to Chicago,
Illinois. Key is in great condition with little to no signs of age or
usage. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1City Key to Chicago, Illinois237

Five NASA & Aerospace autographs featuring Mark Brown, James
M. Beggs, Eugene A. Cernan, Walter M. Schirra, Jr., and Kenneth
D. Cockrell. These autographs do not come with an accompanying
Certificate of Authenticity, but Back to the Past Collectibles
believes these autographs to be genuine. Conditions vary. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Aerospace Autograph Lot of (5)238

Two vintage Nissin PX-1 Electronic Flash Units and two Projector
Lamp Bulbs. Both flashes appear to be unused, and in overall great
condition. The boxes are also in overall great condition but does
show light signs of storage wear. Bulbs are new and in boxes that
are in great condition. See pictures for further condition details.

1Vintage Flash Lot of (4)239

Ten metal religious faith charms. Sizes vary, but the largest charm
is approximately 1 1/2" long for size reference. Conditions vary.
You get all pictured.

1Faith Metal Charms Lot of (10)240

This collection features five vintage film slide binder from brands
such as Kodak, Davidson Optronics, Prestomount and more.
Binders are both plastic and metal, and in great condition. Boxes
vary in wear but all are generally good with some signs of storage
wear. Please see photos for further detailed descriptions.

1Film Slide Binder Lot of (5)241

LOT # QTY

Two vintage pocket knives by Parker Cut Co. featuring a 1982
World's Fair and an Enterprise Challenger Space Shuttle. Both
knives were produced in Japan with surgical steel. The Challenger
knife measure 5 1/4" from blade to end of the handle. Both knives
are in overall good condition and have a good snap, but do have
storage wear as evident through scuffing on the blades and patina
visible on parts of the bronze handles. See pictures for further
condition details.

1Vintage Parker Cut Co. Pocket Knives242

This lot features five assorted book all centered around Tarzan.
Books vary in condition, but each show some general storage wear
on covers. Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You
get all pictured.

1Tarzan Book Lot of (5)243

Eight buttons showing a wide variety of iconography such as
political buttons, NASA buttons, and more! All buttons show light to
moderate wear, and the "I Gave to CIO Pac" is missing the
fastening portion of the button. See photos for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Button Variety Lot of (8)244

This lot features an assortment of pressed penny commemorative
coins from all over the country. Coins include locations such as the
World's Fair, Mount Rushmore, and more. Pennies are in good
condition and many come labeled in their own protective sleeves
which are also in great condition. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions.

1Pressed Coin Lot245

An authentic piece of original flooring from the 1974-1990 Grand
Ole Opry of Nashville, Tennessee. This section of flooring
measures approximately 6" x 2 3/8" x 3/4" and is still factory sealed
to the original card. The card is in overall fine condition, however it
does have moderate storage wear through creasing evident on the
bottom and yellowing around the edges due to age. See pictures
for further condition details.

1Grand Ole Opry Stage Floor Piece246

This lot features seven art books and Vampirella Series Cards.
Books are all adult fantasy themed and in good condition with light
signs of storage and use especially near the spines. Vampirella
cards are in great condition and come in a plastic case that is in
good condition with minimal to no scratches to the surface. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Adult Fantasy Art Book Lot247

Two vintage carnival glass decanters commemorating both Apollo
8 and Apollo 14. Both decanters have a beautiful rainbow glass
finish and were produced by Wheaton in 1970 and 1971. Each
decanter measures roughly 8 1/4" x 4 1/2" x 2" and are in overall
great shape, however, both decanters display light scratching and

1Vintage Apollo 8 & 14 Decanters248
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LOT # QTY
storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

A 1950's Souvenir "Key to the City" thermometer in its original box.
Thermometer is in good condition with no cracks or major scuffs to
the plastic, but has not been tested. Box is in decent conditions
and shows signs of storage wear and age with dents and wear
along edges and seams. Please see photos for further detailed
conditions.

1Vintage City Key Thermometer249

Twelve vintage Little Blue Books with varying content. Measures
approximately 5" x 3 1/2". Conditions vary from moderate to heavy
storage wear and aging is evident on the covers and spine of each
book. See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Little Blue Books Lot of (12)250

This lot features ten assorted men's interest magazines including
issues of Monsieur, Swank, Adam and more. Magazines vary in
condition but are overall good in appearance aside from general
age and storage wear along spines. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions.

11950's and 1960's Men's Interest Magazine Lot251

Five NASA & Aerospace autographs featuring William S. "Bill"
McArthur, two John "Mike" Lounge autographs with letter, Aaron
Cohen, and Kenneth D. Cockrell. These autographs do not come
with an accompanying Certificate of Authenticity, but Back to the
Past Collectibles believes these autographs to be genuine.
Conditions vary, but the Kenneth D. Cockrell autograph does have
a slight tear on the bottom middle of the photo. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Aerospace Autograph Lot of (6)252

This collection features pamphlets, patches, photos and more all
regarding Caldwell Tanks and Towers. Caldwell was founded in the
late 1800's and is still present! Conditions vary among items.
Please see photos for further detailed descriptions.

1Caldwell Lot253

Eight buttons featuring some patriotic pins, butterflies, space
shuttles, and more! All buttons show light to moderate wear. See
photos for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Pin & Button Variety Lot of (8)254

A vintage H.M. Submarines Royal Navy Enlisted cap. Cap is in
good condition with some spots of dirt or discoloration from storage
and age. Ribbon on hat has some light fraying. Please see photos
for further detailed conditions.

1H.M. Submarines Royal Navy Cap255

Showcasing five vintage pins: a golden liberty eagle brooch, lapel
space pin, WWII Aerial Gunner pin, and two WWII  U.S. Navy
Seabees buttons. The Aerial Gunner pin measures roughly 3" long
for size reference. All items are in overall good condition, but patina
is visible on many of the metal items. See pictures for further

1Vintage Pin Lot of (5)256

LOT # QTY
condition details. You get all pictured.

Ten metal religious faith charms. Sizes vary, but the largest charm
is approximately 1 3/4" long for size reference. Conditions vary.
You get all pictured

1Faith Metal Charms Lot of (10)257

A wide variety of space related stamps, featuring Hungarian
Magyar Posta, Haitian stamps and more! All stamps are in overall
great condition, but conditions vary. You get all pictured.

1Space Stamps Variety Lot258

This lot features an assortment of ribboned pins for various military
rank and achievements. Pins vary in conditions. Please see photos
for further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1Military Pin Lot259

Two space related toys, featuring a working Sound N' Light Space
Shuttle and a Smithsonian Mars Dig set. Both items have been
previously opened but appear to be mostly unused. The Space
shuttle toy makes three sounds and lights up as a lamp. Both items
are in overall great condition but the boxes do exhibit light amounts
of storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1Space Related Toy Lot260

This lot features five varied books on the subject of figure
photography-including nude photography and womens
photography. Books vary in condition. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions.

1Figure Photography Book Lot261

Three Celebriducks, featuring iconography of Brett Hull, Brendan
Shanahan, and Carmen Miranda. Each duck measures
approximately 4" tall. The Carmen Miranda Celebriduck is brand
new, never opened, and still in the original packaging. Both Red
Wings ducks have been previously opened but are in overall good
condition. The packaging for each item is in over good condition,
but does show signs of storage wear. You get all pictured.

1Celebriducks Lot of (3)262

This lot features seven NASA Technical Translation publications
from 1963 to 1966. Publications cover a variety of topic including
investigations of volcanic activity on mars and problems of
astrometry. Conditions vary. Please see photos for further detailed
conditions.

1NASA Technical Translation Lot (7)263

A brand new, never opened, still factory sealed model
Apollo-Saturn V by Airfix from 1976. This item is in overall fine
condition, however, the original packaging does exhibit moderate
signs of storage wear as it is malformed and creased along the
front face and edges of the box. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Apollo-Saturn V Airfix Model264
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This collection of books all regard ribbons, medals, and badges
used in a variety of armies. Identification books and guides are
varied in condition. Please see photos for further detailed
conditions.

1Army Book Lot265

An antique masonic trowel which was presented on the occasion of
laying memorial stone of Angel Road, Mission Hall on July 5th,
1894. This trowel measures roughly 13 1/4" 3 7/8". The item is in
overall great condition but on the metal portion of the trowel, patina
and scratching is evident throughout. See pictures for further
condition details.

1Antique Masonic Trowel266

This collection features three Mort Walker comics that include
'Beetle Bailey' and 'Sad Sack', as well as an original Mort Walker
drawing of 'Beetle Bailey'. Comics vary in condition but generally
shows signs of age wear through page discoloration and wear
along the spines of the comics. Drawing is matted and in great
condition. Drawing is signed, but does not come with a Certificate
of Authenticity. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Mort Walker Lot of (4)267

Two keys from the City of Miami Beach during both Chuck Hall's
mayoral term from 1971-1974 and Jay Dermer's mayoral term. The
keys measure approximately 2 1/2" long. Both keys are in overall
good condition, however, the Chuck Hall era key has moderate
patina event throughout the metal. See pictures for further
condition details. You get both pictured.

1Keys to City of Miami Beach268

This collection features three 1 1/4" Royal Life Saving Society
bronze medals from 1912, 1931, and 1935. Medals are in good
condition with signs of age and patina to the metal surfaces. Each
medal comes in its own case labeled "The Royal Life Saving
Society", and are in decent to good conditions. Each box shows
signs of wear along seams and corners but vary slightly. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions.

1British Award Medal Lot of (3)269

Twelve vintage Little Blue Books with varying content. Measures
approximately 5" x 3 1/2". Conditions vary from moderate to heavy
storage wear and aging is evident on the covers and spine of each
book. The cover to the "Rigoletto" book has been ripped and
retaped together at the spine. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Little Blue Books Lot of (12)270

This collection includes a variety of manuals, reports and photo
publications all pertaining to NASA. Conditions vary between items.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You get all
photographed.

1NASA Publication Lot271

LOT # QTY

Ten metal religious faith charms. Sizes vary, but the largest charm
is approximately 1" in diameter for size reference. Conditions vary.
You get all pictured.

1Faith Metal Charms Lot of (10)272

Two NASA Aeronautics and Space Reports No.88 and No.100
black and white sound films. Film is untested, but reels look to be
in good condition and come in their original NASA reel cans that
are of good condition as well. Reel cans show signs of storage with
minimal scratches to the plastic surface. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions.

1NASA 16mm Space Report Film No.88 and No.100273

Three vintage Reddy Kilowatt buttons, one pencil topper, and one
hand mirror. The "Reddy to Serve" mirror measures approximately
2 1/4" for size reference. All items have varying conditions,
however the two electrical servant buttons display moderate age
wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1Reddy Kilowatt Button & More Lot274

This collection features six Royal Life Saving Society medals from
various decades. Largest medal measures 1 1/2". Medals are in
good condition with signs of age and patina to the metal surfaces.
Medals come in an assortment of plastic bags and boxes  Box
shows signs of wear along seams and corners. Please see photos
for further detailed conditions.

1British Award Medal Lot of (6)275

An AMT Ertl Man In Space Rocket Collection produced in 1999.
This kit contains five rockets: Saturn V with Apollo Spacecraft,
Saturn 18 with Apollo Spacecraft, Gemini Titan II, Mercury Atlas,
Mercury Redstone. This item is brand new, never opened, in the
original packaging, and still factory sealed. The box is in overall
nice condition, however, it does have moderate storage wear as
shown on the front cover and with creasing along the edges of the
box. See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1AMT Man in Space Rocket Kit276

This lot features an assortment of pressed penny commemorative
coins from all over the country. Coins include locations such as the
World's Fair in Seattle, the Golden Gate Bridge in California, and
more. Pennies are in good condition and many come labeled in
their own protective sleeves which are also in great condition.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Pressed Coin Lot277

Two coin banks in the shapes of astronauts, featuring a working
vintage Astro Bank clock bank and a golden ceramic astronaut coin
bank. The Astro Bank measures approximately 8 1/2" tall for size
reference. Both banks are in overall good condition but both banks
exhibit light scuffing. See pictures for further condition details. You
get both pictured.

1Astronaut Coin Bank Lot of (2)278
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A collection of six commemorative NASA envelopes with stamps
and foiled images of the Apollo Soyuz Test Project from 1975.
Envelopes are in excellent condition with little to no storage wear.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions

1NASA Postage Lot of (6)279

Eight artillery related book lot. All items have varying conditions.
You get all pictured.

1Artillery Related Book Lot of (8)280

A brand new, never opened Rawlings "National League Replica
Baseball" collectors set. Box contains 16 replica baseballs
including teams such as the TIgers, Red Socks, and Orioles.
Baseballs have never been opened, and box is in great condition
with some small signs of storage wear. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions.

1Rawlings National League Replica Baseballs Set281

A variety of vintage to modern dog tax license tags from years
ranging from 1920-1989. Most appear to be Michigan dog tax
licenses. The longest tag measures approximately 2" for size
comparison. All items are in overall good condition but some have
a very slight patina due to age. You get all pictured.

1Vintage to Modern Dog License Tags282

A collection of two envelopes that both feature stampage and
images regarding Soviet and U.S. joint missions. Envelopes
include stamp imagery for Apollo 13 and Apollo Soyuz and are
dated for 1970. Envelopes are in good condition with minimal signs
of storage wear found around the corners of the envelopes. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Space Postage Lot of (2)283

Twelve vintage Little Blue Books with varying content. Measures
approximately 5" x 3 1/2". Conditions vary from moderate to heavy
storage wear and aging is evident on the covers and spine of each
book. See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Little Blue Books Lot of (12)284

A collection of five astronaut signed photo prints that includes
signatures of Richard A. Searfross, Kenneth D. Cockrell, Brian
Duffy, Kenneth S. Reightler Jr. Photo prints are in excellent
condition. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Signed NASA Photographs lot of (5)285

A NASA MSC Honor Awards Ceremony program booklet that was
held during October 16th, 1969 in Houston Texas which honors
those who contributed to the success of Apollo 11. The booklet
measures roughly 9" x 6" and is in overall good quality. This item
does, however have light storage wear as visible along the edges
of the covers and spine. See pictures for further condition details.

1MSC Honor Awards Booklet286

LOT # QTY

Lot of (10) glass plate negatives. Varied content. They measure
about 4 1/4" by 5".

1Antique Glass Negative Photograph Lot287

Soviet space race related book lot of five. Conditions vary. You get
all pictured.

1Soviet Space Race Related Book Lot288

A collection of five astronaut signatures that includes signatures of
Richard A. Searfross, Kenneth D. Cockrell, Kathryn C. Thornton,
Tamara E. Jernigan, and Bonnie J. Dunbar. The four photo prints
are in excellent condition as is the written note. Please see photos
for further detailed conditions.

1Signed NASA Photographs lot of (5)289

Two belt buckles and three medals for the Kokomo Relays from
1956, 1957, and 1958. All items are in overall great condition, but
does exhibit some minor scratching on portions of the metal. The
belt buckles measure roughly 2 1/2" x 1 1/8". See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Kokomo Relays Buckles & Medals290

This lot features ten assorted men's interest magazines including
issues of Champagne, Gent, Gentlemen and more. Magazines
vary in condition but are overall good in appearance aside from
general age and storage wear along spines. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions.

11960's Men's Interest Magazine Lot of (10)291

Five NASA & Aerospace autographs featuring the crew of STS-32,
Steve Oswald, Walt Cunningham, Richard A. Searfoss, and
Kenneth D. Cockrell. These autographs do not come with an
accompanying Certificate of Authenticity, but Back to the Past
Collectibles believes these autographs to be genuine. Conditions
vary, but the Richard A. Searfoss and Kenneth D. Cockrell
autograph does have light scratches on the front of the photo. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Aerospace Autograph Lot of (6)292

A collection of five envelopes that both feature stampage and
images regarding Apollo 14 through Apollo 17 missions. Envelopes
are dated for 1970's. Envelopes are in excellent condition. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Space Postage Lot of (5)293

A variety of four space related buttons. Features a Welcome Back
to Earth Col. John Glenn button and ribbon. All items come in
various states of conditions. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Space Button Lot of (4)294

This great piece of history is a USS Delaware WWI flat hat, that is
in good condition with a small rip on the hat's sweatband, and
some discoloration on the inner lining. Please see photos for

1US Navy WWI Hat295
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LOT # QTY
further detailed conditions.

A Destination Moon Bank from the 1960s in the form of a U.S.A.
rocket launching to the moon. This item measures approximately
10 1/2" tall and is in overall nice condition. There are signs of
moderate to heavy storage wear, as the ring along the moon
comes unattached with scuffing where it sits on the moon and the
keys do not come along with this item. See pictures for further
condition details.

11960s Destination Moon Bank296

Lot of (10) glass plate negatives. Varied content. They measure
about 4 1/4" by 5".

1Antique Glass Negative Photograph Lot297

Four vintage staplers, featuring staplers produced by Arrow
Fasteners, Inc., Speed Products Co. Inc., Consolidated Wire
Products Co., and more! Each stapler varies in condition, but most
display moderate to heavy storage and use wear and portions of
the metal has rusted and worn away. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Stapler Lot of (4)298

This lot features a Chavros vintage drafting set as well as well as
an additional drafting compass and Rieffler micro files. Drafting set
is incomplete and missing two pieces but tools are in decent
condition with some oxidization and rust; leather has a bit of wear
around seams but is otherwise good condition.

1Vintage Drafting Set299

A vintage ceramic McCoy Apollo decanter. Measures
approximately 10 1/4" tall and 5" in diameter at the base of the
decanter. This item is in overall good condition, however, it does
have crazing evident on the cap of the decanter and light cracking
on the underside by the cork. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Vintage McCoy Apollo Decanter300

A Marvin Neitzel wool nurse's cape from the WWII era. Cape is in
excellent condition with no rips or stains. Collar has the initials E.K
and S.N. embroidered on the left and right side. Please see photos
for further detailed conditions.

1WWII Nurse's Cape301
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